Optum, a company of UnitedHealth Group, is recruiting for intern and Full Time Software Developers/ Engineers in our Basking Ridge, NJ office!

**Looking to start your career after graduation?**
You’ll be placed into one of several roles within Software Development/Software Engineering; roles that rely on your strengths in creative problem solving, data analysis, full-stack development, security, software and hardware. You may utilize many forms of artificial intelligence as we pursue our mission to improve the healthcare system. Natural Language Processing, Machine Learning, Deep Learning and Intelligent Agents are some of the applications of AI we use to transform how healthcare operates. You’ll be exposed to any number of fascinating projects while you benefit from formal educational sessions and close collaboration with experienced professionals, mentors, and technology leaders.

**Looking for a summer internship?**
Throughout your 10-12 week internship, you’ll be placed into one of several roles within Software Development/Software Engineering; roles that rely on your strengths in creative problem solving, data analysis, full-stack development, security, software and hardware. You may utilize many forms of artificial intelligence as we pursue our mission to improve the healthcare system. Natural Language Processing, Machine Learning, Deep Learning and Intelligent Agents are some of the applications of AI we use to transform how healthcare operates. You’ll be exposed to any number of fascinating projects while you benefit from formal educational sessions and close collaboration with experienced professionals, mentors, and technology leaders.

*We will be conducting an information session Wednesday February 20th starting at 4pm in CoRe 301. Join us to learn more, enjoy some refreshments and receive free goodies.*

We look forward to meeting you all!